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Taped interviews, fox hunting magazines, and a questionnaire
were primary sources for collecting approximately 290 of the specialized terms employed by pedestrian fox hunters known as "hilltoppers." Once the terms were collected, they were corpared with
d
the terms related to formal fox hunting. The comparison reveale
many
that hilltopper jargon and formal fox hunting jargon contain
identical terms, yet the former body of terms is significantly
larger and more varied. In order to determine whether or not the
jargon of hilltopping oualifies as an l_spect of folk speech, methods of dissemination, patterns of innovation, speaker response to
social and technologi-al change, geographical variance, and the
perpetuation of archaic terminology were taken

1.1to account. The

mapping of regional patterns of distribution could not be accom- tnough t,-rws do vary
plished within the confines of this study, - i
geographically. The study resulted in ascertaining that the jargon
of hilltopping does -;ualify as an aspect of folk speech, and in the
recording of man7 terms and phrases never before organised in
glossary form.

INTRODUCTION

Social classes are defined less clearly in America than
in Europe, and social speech patterns are much more difficult
to define and recognize in America than in Europe.

Basically

there are three gradations of speech in America—cultivated
1
speech, common speech, and folk speech.

Cultivated speech

is closely associated with high culture in that cultivated
speech is acquired through fornal schooling and close daily
contact with persons who normally employ a tightly structured
vocabulary and grammer.

Tn order for a person to employ cul-

tivated speech readily, there must be an abandonment, either
deliberate or involuntary, of local and narrowly regional
speech forms on the part of the speaker.

Frequently, culti-

vated speech patterns are acquired by attending college outside the region in which the speaker was reared.

Reading,

travel, wide business contacts and the practice of a profession act as reinforcements in establishing cultivated speech
as the normal level of speech.

For these reasons the speech

2
of the cultured is less earth-bound than that of the folk.Common speech is acquired partiall,,r through formal
1

Hans Kurath, A Word Geography of the Eastern United
States, (Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, 190),
p• 7.
2
Iola., p. 9.
1

2
schooling on a local level and partially through regional
enculturation.

The user of common speech generally remains

within the region in which he or she was reared, and daily
social and business contacts occur strictly on a local level.
His language habits are hardly touched by the literary language, for his reading is confined to newspapers, nopular
periodicals, and perhaps a trade journal.

Common speech also

contains fashionable words or phrases that are absorbed by
the speaker from the language of radio, television, and
movies.3
Folk sneech involves speech patterns acquired independently of formal schooling or printed manuals of instruction.4
Folk speech is extremely local in nature, for the folk speaker
rarely travels outside the locality in which he or she was
reared.

Folk speech arises more or less spontaneously from

day-to-day contacts with peers.;)

Therefore, the acquisition

of folk speech as the normal level of speech is the result
of unconscious absorption rather than conscientious effort.
It must not be assumed that the lines of distinction
between the three levels of speech are sharp and clear.

What

we do find in America is a gradation from cultivated speech
3Ibid., p. 8.
4W. Edson Richmond, "Folk Speech," in Folklore and Folklife: An Introduction, ed: Richard M. Dorson (
- Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1972), p. 146.
)
Raven I. McDavid, Jr., "Folk Speech," in Our Living
Traditions, ad: Tristam Potter Coffin (New York: Holt, Rinehart
and Winston, inc., 1970), p.

3
6
through common speech to folk speech.

There is an active

reciprocal exchange between cultivated speech and common
speech, and between common speech and folk speech.

Natu-

rally, there is some exchange between cultivated speech and
folk speech, but the relationship is rather remote.

Culti-

vated speech does not have a direct influence on folk speech,
nor does folk speech have a direct influence on cultivated
speech, for the users of common speech act as screening centers between the two.
The cultivated speaker frequently will be able to shift
his normal level of speech from cultivated to common with ease
because business contacts that occur daily demand that he be
able to do so.

Therefore, there must be some overlap between

cultivated speech uric common speech if communication is to
occur.

Likewise, the common sneaker will have frequent con-

tact with the folk speaker that will cause the common speaker
to employ aspects of folk speech in order to communicate effectively.

Folk speech is not limited to any particular

social order or croup, for practically all speakers employ
aspects of cultivated, common, and folk speech at some time.7
The cultivated speaker may be able to shift his speaking style
from cultivated to folk on occassion, but he will do so with
less ease than will the common speaker who has more day-to-day
contact with the folk speaker.

Likewise, the folk speaker

6Kurath, A Word GeoEraphj of the Eastern United States,
p•

7.
7Rich.11ond, "Follt. Speech," p. 149.

L.
can communicate with the common speaker much more readily than
ne can witn the cultivated speaker.

lne immediate situation

being experienced by a speaker is an important factor in
determining which level of speecn will be nssumed to provide
the most effective communication network.
Fox hunting is an activity engaged in by particular segments of society, and the desire to create solidarity within
the group plus the need to express certain ideas about the
activity have resulted in development of associated jargon.
There are two basic styles of fox hunting in America, and the
following will aid in understanding the distinctions between
the two:
Fox-hunting is not merely q qport--t
rac4 i1 fnitn tlat narks tick to the clear and simple
outlook of our tribal gods. Through the years it goes on
because, after tqe flush of many dawns, the thrill of
never-ending pursuit, the sweet spice of danger, the simple tragedies of the field, and the weary darkness of long
roads home, a few become attuned to Nature's wondrous harmony of which they themselves are a pert.
Like all religions it has many sects. There are the
High Church hunters with carefully observed ritual, who
need the form to guard the spirit and ceremonial to nourish belief. It is these Brahmins of the cnase who make
the picture the world sees, the scarlet coats on green
fields, the great leaps, the beautiful backgrounds.
But in shadowy outline beyond them, outnumbering them
a hundred to one, are the legions of Fox-hunters, like
Franciscan Brothers, wnose profession of faith neither
poverty nor sacrifice can dim, some who must even deny
themselves the necessities in order to Keep a couple of
hounds. On horseback, on mule back, or more often afoot,
every night of the year, somewhere in every state in the
Union, the horns of this great army of hilltoppers awaken
the echoes of field and forest.°
The existence of two forms of fox hunting is indicative
of two levels of culture, which are reflected in tne
Joseph B. Thomas, Hounds and Hunting Through the Ages
(Garden City: Garden City Publishing Co., Inc., 1937), P. i.

specialized jargon associated with each form.

On the one hand,

there is formal fox hunting which is deeply rooted in custom,
ritual and tradition; on the other hand, there is hilltopping
which is extremely casual by comparison, partially due to the
obvious absence of such form preserving practices.
The jargon of formal fox hunting must be considered an
aspect of cultivated speech for several reasons: (1) the
jargon is learned primarily from printed manuals and glossaries designed for the novice; (2) the jargon is highly
literary in that specialized terminology used in depicting
formal hunting scenes in novels is used in speaking as well;
and (3) the jargon is extremely standardized and readily
crosses regional barriers.
It is the purpose of this study to gather terms employed
by hilltoppers and to determine whether or not the jargon of
hilltopping qualifies as an aspect of folk speech.
factors were taken into account in this endeavor.

Several
Folk

speech is characterized as apeech patterns acquired outside
the realm of formal education

an:. arisill4 more or less spon-

taneously from day-to-day contacts.

The acquisition of and

formation of the specialized terms employed by hilltoppers
constitute a primary focus in this study.

Also, the method

In which the jargon is disseminated is an important consideration, for oral transmission plays an important role in separating folk from non-folk, whether the object of study be
legend, song, or linguistics.

It is also the purpose of this

study to show the effects of institutionalization upon the

6
jargon of formal fox hunting, and to contrast that with

he

processes of change that occur in the jargon of hilltopping,
an aspect of folk speech that has not undergone institutionalization.

The jargon of hilltopping also qualifies as an

aspect of folk speech because the bearer of the material is
subject to social and technological changes that promote
changes in the language employed daily, and frequently those
changes are reflected in the jargon of the sport.
The above considerations will be dealt with in detail
in this study, as well as the criteria for determining what
items may or may not be considered jargon.

CHAPTER I

FOX HUNTING AROUND THE WORLD

The gatherng of men for the joint purpose of hunt:ng
the fox may be a remnant of an early attempt at social organization, the band, in which families periodically gathered to
1
How
form a cooperative hunt for food gathering purposes.
long men have been hunting with hounds cannot be determined
precisely, but a scene depicting the Egyptian King Tutankhamen
hunting stags with hounds was painted on a chest around 1360
3. C.-

Other early Egyptian paintings show hunters returning

home with a slain fox, which indicates early appreciation of
hunting as a sport, for the fox has never been considered a
source of food.
Perhaps the nersistent hunting of the fox with hounds
is c.Losely knitted with the freauent appearance of the fox as

3
a trickster figure, for the very core of fox hunting is the
battle of wit between Vox and hound.

It

is

interesting to

note that the traditional trickster figure of India, the
1

Peter Farb, Man's Rise to Civilization (New York:
E. P. Dutton & Co., 1968), n. 51.
2
H. W. Janson, History of Art, lth ed. (Englewood
Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1970), p.

••
- Linda Degh, "Folk Narrative," in Folklore and Folklife: An Introduction, ed: Richard M. Dorson (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1972), p. 68.
7

8
jackal, is hunted with hounds in the same fashion in which the
is
fox is hunted in Anglo-Saxon societies.

The fox is associated

with the inexpl]cable which gives rise to numerous folk tales
connected with the animal.

As a predator, the fox is in a

precarious position in that programs to eliminate and to promote the fox exist simultaneously.

Present public opinion of

the fox ranges from hatred of a despicable vermin to respect
for an extremely intelligent being.

The continued existence

of beliefs that the fox is both good and bad aids

n maintain-

6
ing his status as a trickster figure.
Today there are two basic styles of fox hunting--British,
which is 'suite formal, and hilltopping, which is, by comparison, rather informal.

The formal style of fox hunting has

received a great deal of literary attention and its existence
is rather well known to the general public.

Mention of the

sport will conjure images of colorfully garbed hunters on
splendid horses following a pack of hounds across magnificent
countryside.

These riders attempt to maintain visual contact

with the hounds, aria for that reason it is a daytime activity.
Formal fox hunting also has attributes as a spectator sport,

'
-Richard Clapham, Foxes, Foxhounds and Fox hunting
(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1923), p. 300.
5Lionel Edwards, The Fox (New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1950), pp. 6-66.
6
Richard X. Dorson, "Concepts of Folklore and Folklife
Studies," in Folklore and Folklife: An Introduction, ed:
Richard M. Dorson (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1972), p. 6.

9
which may ancount for its popularity in literature.
The origin of modern fox hunting is quite vague, and
pra-tically all historical data available deal with pinpointing the beginnings of only formal fox hunting in time.
One source states that there was a pack of hounds kept exclu-

7

:lively for fox hunting in England circa 1690.

Lord Arundel

of -A-ardour changed his quarry from hare to fox

and hunted

his pack of fox hounds in the counties of Wiltshire and Hampshire, later selling the pack to Hugo Meynell, "the father of
modern fox hunting. n8

Thomas Fownes of Stepleton, in Dorset-

shire, is credited with maintaining the first steady pack of
fox hounds in the western part of England around 1730, some
forty years later.
As individuals began keeping packs of hounds for the
sole purpose of fox hunting, formal hunt clubs began to emerge
in an effort to distribute expenses entailed in maintaining
a large pack of hounds, not to mention the upkeep of the
horses.

One of the oldest formal hunt clubs abroad is the

Royal Calpe, established in 161.

Members of the Royal Calpe

hunt in the neighborhood of Gibraltor from November to March
10
each year.

Presently there are active hunt clubs in England,

7Joseph B. Thomas, Hounds and Hunting Through the Ages
(Garden City: Garden City Puo.LIsning (Jo., inc., 1937), p. 212.

8

Ibid.

9
The Book of Days: A Miscellany of Popular Antiauitles,
vol. 2 (London: W. & R. Chambers, Ltd.; reprint ed., Detroit:
Gale Research Co., 1967), p. 35.
10
Clapham, Foxes, Foxhounds and Fox Hunting, p. 302.

10
the United States, Canada, India, Australia, New Zealand,
11
Africa, Italy, and France.
Although there are obscure references to the arrival
of the first foxhounds in America, it is difficult to ascertain the exact date of their arrival.

There seems to be a

difference of opinion as to whether the first hounds from
12
England arrived in Calvert County, Maryland,
or to the es13
tate of Lord Fairfax on the Northern Neck of Virginia.

In

1766, the Glouchester Fox Hunting Club was organized in Philadelphia, but the group disbanded in 1c1. 4

Almost contempo-

raneous with the Glouchester Fox Hunting Club was the Brooklyn
Hunt, founded in 1709, and in 1770 a certain John Evers maintained and nunted a pack of fox hounds at Hempstead, Long Is. 1
land.

Oddly enougn, the oldest organized hunt club in the

Americas to have a continous record of sport is the Montreal
16
Hunt which was formed in 1626.

The number of formal hunt

clubs in the United States rose rapidly after world War I,
and present figures place the number of such clubs well into
the hundreds.
11

Ibid., pp. 293-303.

12
-Duncan Emrich, Folklore on the American Land
(Boston: Little, brown and Co., 1972), p. 143.
13Encyclopedia Brittanica, Oth ed., s.v. "FoxHunting in America," by A. Henry Higginson.
14
Ibid.
15
Ibid.

17
Ibid.

The origin of hilltopping is not ascertained as
easily as is the origin of the formal hunt.

In fact, in-

fonnation regarding the horseless form of fox hunting is so
scarce and sketchy that it cannot be determined whether or
not the history of the two styles of fox nunting would support the folklore theory of Hans Naumann that folklore
sifted downward from high culture, for we do not know which
form first came into existence.16

During the latter part of

the 17th or early part of the 16th centuries a certain tailor
from Cheltenham became renowned for his pedestrian activity
in following the hounds of Lord Segrave and the Duke of
Beaufort.

This tailor reputedly traversed some thirty-five

miles in one day, and another pedestrian fox hunter was known
to travel on foot sixty miles a day.19

These pedestrian fox

hunters were noted for their outstanding physical feats, and
these accounts may establish a cut-off date for ascertaining
the origin of hilltopping, but these instances do not shed
any light on now far back in time the beginning of tbe sport
may be.

Likewise, there is no historical datum available

which indicates the beginning of hilltopping in the United
States.
Although there are no counterparts of the formal hunt
clubs to which the hilltopper belongs on a strictly local
16
Dorson, "Concepts of Folklore and Folklife Studies,"
p. 16.
19

ailliam Hone, The Table Book, vol. 1 (London: by
Hunt and Clarke, 1627; reprint ed., Detroit: Gale Research Co.,
1966), p. 11.91.

12
basis, there are numerous regional, state, and national fox
nunters 1 associations designed to promote the field trial
aspect of the sport.

The first meeting of the National Fox-

hunters Association was held in November 1694 at Crab Orchard,
20
Kentucky.

The official report states that no winners were

declared clue to unfavorable conditions.

Actually, the field

trial was sabota ed by hostile hunters who opposed the event
and ran stray hounds onto the hunting fields and even burned
21
some fields.

In spite of the dubious beginnings of the

American Foxhunters Association, the organization continued
to grow and has been instrumental in forming a national
breeding register, or stud book, for American fox hounds.
The hilltoppers, or field trial hunters, started their
own monthly magazine, The Red Ranger, in 1911.

In 1920 the

first issue of The Chase rolled off the presses, followed by
22
The Hunter's Horn in 1921.

All three of these publications

have continued to flourish, providing the main channels of
communication among hilltoppers regarding breeding and sales
of hounds, field trials, fox and other game conservation, and
personal anecdotes relating unusual or outstanding hunting experiences.
20
John Fox, Jr., "The Walker Brothers and Their Hounds,"
in American Foxhunting: An Anthology, ed: Alexander Mackay-Smith
(Millwood, Va.: by The American Foxhound Club, 1970), p. 103.
21 Ibid.
22
Alexander Mackay-smith, ed., American Foxhunting: An
Anthology (Millwood, Va.: by The American Foxhound Club, 1970),
p. xi.

13
Perhaps more should be said regarding particulars of
form that distinguish hilltopping from the formal hunt.

The

formal hunt club Is a local organization of hunters who have
pooled their resources and talents in order to pursue a rather
expensive sport.

Usually, the hunt club will pear the expen-

ses of maintaining a single pack of hounds, but each person
is responsible for the cost of keeping his or her own horse.
Within the hunt club there are elected officers-- the Master,
and the Secretary--

and hired professionals-- the Huntsman,

the whippers-1n, and the Kennelman.

The Master is the supreme

commander of the organization, for he or she decides when and
where the group will gather.

The non-ranking members of the

hunt club are referred to collectively as the Field, and they
are allowed to participate by paying annual dues to the club.
Each hunt club has a specific territory which is its hunting domain exclusively.

Each hunt club is required to file

with the Masters of Foxhounds Association of America a map
showing the area hunted, and any boundary disputes between
hunts are settled by the executive committee of this association.
The formal hunting season usually begins in the fail,
and a calendar of events wnich specifies date and site of
each upcoming hunt is issued to all members.
ing to participate

All members wish-

n a particular hunt should arrive punc-

tually at the chosen site, and the hunt will begin upon the
23
Encyclopaedia Brittanica, 8th ed., s.v. ,"FoxHunting
in America," by A. Henry Higginson.

command of the Master.

During all stages of the hunt, the

Master controls the Field while the Huntsman and Whippers-In
control the hounds.
.iust as it gathered.

The hunting party will disband as a unit,
Theoretically, such organization is

the most efficient manner of fox hunting in that absence
of control among hounds and horseman would result in chaos
that could cause bodily injury and/or a spoiled hunt.
Hilltopping, by comparison, is an extremely casual
affair in that there is no local organization determining
the when and where of individual hunts.

The pedestrian fox

hunters, who also rely on the automobile or truck for mobility, will gather for fox hunting whenever weather conditions,
physical conditions of the hounds, and work schedules allow.
They merely agree to meet at a prearranged site and time,
and such a hunt may be planned only a few hours, or even minutes, in advance.
Once the hilltoppers meet, t:iey release their individually owned hounds either simultaneously or gradually, depending on the arrival intervals of the hunters.

Once the hounds

begin hunting, the hunters will remain relatively stationary
because the primary method of following the action is through
the auditory senses.

A keen sense of hearing plus the ability

to determine the direction from which the vocal cries of the
hounds are coming are essential in hilltopping.

When the

hounds are out of hearing range, the hunters may attempt tn
a t closer to the action by travelling back roads in motor
vehicles, stopping occasionally to listen.

15
Sinop the hilltopper does not maintain visual contact
with the hounes, i't; is impossible to maintain any control
over them.

The hounds are free to hunt wherever they wish

and for as long as they wish.

For this reason, there is

no formal ending to a hunt, for the hilltoppers do not disband as a unit.

Instead, they will go home whenever fatigue

sets in, returning on following days to retrieve hounds.
The only instance involving a specific time rer the beginning
and ending of n hunt is the gathering of the hilltoppers for
trial purposes.

These occasions occur during daylight hours,

for the hounds must be visible if the mounted judges are to
score them on performance.

A field trial usuHlly lasts for

three or four days, and hounds receive points daily with
the scores being totalled at the end of the field trial.

The

winner is determined from the total number of points garnered
in the following categories--hunting, trailing, speed and
drive, and endurance.

Awards are also given to the hounds

scoring the most points in each category.
Although formal fox hunting and hilltopping have the
same roots, they must be considered two distinct forms of
fox hunting, for the differences in style do more to separate one from the other than the similarities of purpose do
to unite them.

Each fIrm has its own body of lore, one fre-

quently overlapping the other, but the line of demarl:ation
between the two forms is very distinct.

CHAPTER II

HARVESTING THE TERMS
In the fall of 197

this writer set out to report on

the basics of that form of fox hunting known as hilltoppin.
In the process of gathering information by interviewing persons with several years experience in the sport, it soon became apparent that communication was partially hampered due
to a language barrier.

The hilltoppers, or informants, em-

ployed a body of language that was unintelligible to the field
worker, an outsider.

Fortunately, the informants were ex-

tremely patient and were willing to pause long enough to
clarify, or define, those terms that befuddled the field
worker, for many of the words

soundea strange, indeed.

The process of extracting terms of the specialized
lanuage, or jargon, from transcriptions of taped interviews
revealed that the body of terms was both extensive and varied.
It has been said that jargon is the fog of language, being
unintelligible or meaningless talk or writing.1

The ease

with which the hilltoppersbe, ng interviewed
employed the .'argon of
their sport indicated that, to the hilltopper, the specialized
language was not meaningless, but the primary accepted mode
1

See Glen Frank, "Slant and Jargon," Century, November,
1920, p. 156; and The American Heritage Dictionary of the
English Language, 5th ed., (1972), s.v. "Jargon.
16

17
of communication.

It snould not be said that jargon is the

2
perversion of decent prose, for the function of jargon is
extremely important.

Although the outsider may encounter

difficulty in comprehending the jargon of a group having a
common unifier, it must be remembered that the hilltopper
employs his jargon as a means of influencing his hearer in
ways other than directly through the message.3

The hill-

topper takes pride in his ability to speak the jargon fluently; he admires others in proportion to their skill; ana
he can even judge strangers by their ability to use it.4
The realization of the importance of the jargon of hilltopping to the sportsmen led this writer to believe that a more
extensive investigation of the language could reveal a

reat

deal about the sport and the persons involved, for language
is an index to culture in that certain words in a language
reveal social values deemed important 7in the culture.5

The

terms collected were extracted from taped interviews with
hilltoppers, noted during conversation when use of a tape
recorder was not practical, collected by use of a ma:led
luestonnaire, and extracted from magazine articles ana hound
2 ..
Iola.
-Dwight Bolinger, Aspects of Language (New York:
Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., 1968), p. 266.
Rubbins Burling, Man's Many Voices: Language in Its
Cultural Context (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.
1970), p. 191.
'Dell Hymes, "The Contribution of Folklore to Sociolinguistic Research," Journal of American Folklore 84 (January - March, 1971): 4.

16
advertisements appearing in The Chase and The Hunter's Horn.
The initi81 source of terminology was the taped interviews already in hand, primarily with William Henry Lyne of
Rappahannock County, Virginia, and Ralph Wellington Hazelip
of viarren County, Kentucky.

Richard Burke of Rappahannock

County and Samuel Adamson of Warren County also were initinl
sources, but the tape recorder could not be employed when
these men were contacted, and notes were taken during the
course of conversation.
W. H. Lyne

was born in 1910 in Orange County, Vir-

ginia, and was exposed to fox hunting at an early age.

His

father owned many horses, and he became involved in formal
hunting during his youth.

Although W. H. Lyne has experience

and interest in formal fox hunting, he strictly engages in
hilltopping at the present time.

He has been a resident of

Rappahannock County since 1946, and always has maintained at
least one fox hound during the last twenty-nine years.

In

19, the Lyne family moved from the vill:Age of Sperryville
to a more spnrsely populated farm area of the county, and
he began enlarging his pack of fox hounds at that time,
maintaining, on the nverage, between twelve and fifteen hounds.
He hunts frenuently with local hilltoppers

and participates

in regional and state hunting contests, or field trials, two
to four times annually.
Richard Burke, n lifetime resident of Rappahannock

Count, bevan hilltopping when a child; for his father
had always been fond of the sport.

Although junior to W. H.

Lyne by about twenty years, these men have been hunting companions for a number of years.
on the topic of hilltopping

They communicate frequently

and employ the sane basic boCy

of specialized terminology related to their sport.

William

H. Lyne and Richard Burke are but two of the many hilltoppers
in Rappahannock County that can be found, on almost any given
night, Quietly and unobtrusively engaging in their sport.
Both men proved to be very cooperative and informative regarding the particulars, especially the jargon, of hilltopping.
Ralph w. Ha7elip, age LE:, resides in the city of
Bowling Green, and has been a resident of Warren County,
Kentucky, all his life.

In his own words, Ralph Hazelip

"

married into fox hunting," for his wife and ni.; fnther-in-law

engaged in hilltopping throughout their youth and into adulthood.

Ralph Hazelip has been hilltopping for the past

twenty-three years, and has a very deep knowledge of all
aspects of the sport-- the physical qualities and performance
traits desired in a hound, the regional, state and national
fox hunters associations and field trials, the various breeds
of hounds, and the jargon of the sport.

He has been presi-

dent of the National Foxhunters Association, often serving
as a judge in field trial situations.

The field trial sit-

uation presents the opportunity for contact with fox hunters
from various areas, different ages, and f7-om many social backgrounds, thereby allowing Mr. Hazelip to become familiar with
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hilltopping terminology from many people and places.
Samuel Adamson, now deceased, was 83 when interviewed
in 1973.

He had been living in Warren County for forty-two

years, and had been active in hilltonping for over sixty
years.

Other hilltoppers would refer to him as a

"forks-of-the-creek" or none-gallus" hunter, for he usually
hunted alone, accompanied only by his two hounds and carrying a sleeping bag and some food.

He was strictly a local

hunter and rarely 7oinp more tlian tnree or four miles
from home, always traveling on foot.

Mr. Adamson was very

shy, and without the assistance of a mutual friend it is
Probable that no information would have been obtained.

The

use of e tape recorder was not allowed, but some note taking was perriitted during the course of conversation.

He

was unfamiliar with the terns tnat specifically apply to
field trials or formal fox hunting; but he did have an active,
colorful body of specialized terms that he readily employed
in conversing with other hilltoppers.
From these four inforants over 10 terms were garnered, and coriparison revealed divergence in terminology used
by different persons.

After compiling an alphabetical list

of the terms collected thus far, it became evident tnat some
terms varied more than others, especially those terms related
to the actions of the hounds while hunting.

In an attempt to

determine whether or not regional patterns of variation exist,
a multiple choice questionnaire was compiled.

The following

questionnaire appeared in the March, 1974 issue of The Chase,
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a monthly magazine that caters to the hilltopper:

NAME:
ADDRESS:
TOWN:
COUNTY:
SEX:
AGE:
ANCESTRY:
DO YOU HUNT FOX a) on foot
1.
2.

3.

)4.

6.

7.

b.

9.

10.

11.

STATE:
RACE:
b) on horse

c) both ?

The female hound is called a
a) female hound b) dam c) gyp d) bitch e) other
The male hound is Eilled a
a) male hound b) dog c) dog hounr3. d) otner
The sharp explosive sound uttered by a hound while in
pursuit of a fox is referred to as the hound's
a) cry b) tongue c) note d) mou.6h e) bark
f) other
When a hound emits an explosive cry upon first finding the scent of a fox, the hound is said to have
a) hit the fox b) struck the fox c) hit the line
d) struck the line e) cried to he fox f) cried
to the line g) hit the scent n) struck the scent
i) other
.len the hounds force a fox to leave its resting
place and break into a run, the hounds have
the fox.
a) hit b) struck c) bounced d) jumped e) other
When the hounds have temporarily lost the scent of
the fox, the hounds are said to be
a) a-loose b) loose c) a-bothered d) bothered
e) in check f) other
When a hound emits a cry indicating that the scent of
the fox has been found when no scent has actually
been found, the hound is said to be
a) giving false cry (tongue, mouth, note, etc.)
b) babbling c) other
When a hound has an unusual ability to detect the
scent of a fox under adverse conditions, the hound is
nose.
said to have a
hot
other
c)
d)
cold
b)
a) good
When a nound is able to detect the scent of a fox only
when conditions are favorable, the hound is said to
nose.
have a
a) poor b) weak c) cold d) hot e) other
The hound that is closest to the fox when the pack
hound.
of hounds are in pursuit is called the
front d) head e) other
a) lead b) front-end
A hound that has a tendency to run along a road,
trail, path, or the like hoping to find the scent of
a fox rather than systematically hunting for the scent
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12.

14.

15.

16.

17.

16.

19.

20.

Is said to be a
a) path-runner b) road-runner c) trail-runner
d) other
When a hound tucks its tail between its leis and
lowers its body as a sign of fear, the hound is said
to
a) hock down b) squat doNn c) cower d) tuck its
tail e) other
The course or route taken by the fox when pursued by
hounas is referred to as the
n) course
b) trail c) line d) other
When a female hound is pregnant, she is said to be
a) with pups b) carrying pups c) with whelps
d) in whelp e) carrying whelps f) other
Young hounds that have just been born are referred
to as
a) pups 0
- wnelps c other
When a female 7,ives birth to her young, she is said
to have
ri) pupped bT whelped c) dropped her pups
d) dropped her whelps e) had e litter f) other
When fox are purchased and released in a particular
area in order to increase the fox population in
that area, the area is said to be
a) stocked b) planted c) other
4hen a fox hunter eliminates hounds with undesirable
traits from his pack, he
those hounds.
a) disposes of b) culls c weeds (i) other
The cry of encouraement to the hounds which you use
most frequently is
a) hark! b) hoick! c) yolcx! d) naishI e) other
When a female hound is ready for breeding she is
said to be
a) in estrus b) in seasor c) in heat d) other
The questionnaire consisted of only twenty questions

because it was felt that brevity would insure a better return
than would a lengthy, detailed form.

The Chase then had a

circulation of approximately 2,500, out only 27 questionnaires
were returned.

Obviously, the small number of returns pre-

vented any possible ref.ional mapping of terms, but those few
returns revealed that the variety and number of terms
existence was rreater than anticipated.

There are several

factors that may account for the relatively poor return:
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(1) Many hilltoppers collect issues of The Chase and would be
reluctant to tear a page from any issue; (2) return postage
and envelope had to be provided by the respondent; CO the
questionnaire inadvertently was printed on the opposite side
of the page having a listing of upcoming field trials; and
(4) peneral publc disdain for mailed questionnaires.

Al-

though the return on the questionnaire wss extremely poor by
some standards, it cannot be considered a failure for the
few returns provided many new terms to be added
ing list.
turns;

o the exist-

The followinp states were represented in the re-

Arkansas, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky,

Louisiana, :ississippi, North Carolina, Ohio, Texas, Virginia,
and West Virginia.

The number of states represented reveals

that the ranKe of the sport is extensive, and that the cross
reional exchange of terminology that occurs during field
trials is significant.
The Chase and The Hunter's Horn are monthly periodicals that cater to the hilltopper, and many of the writers
are hilltoppers that either advertise hounds or wish
to relate an unusual experience related to the snort.

Random is-

sues of the magazines were selected and combed for collect
'on
of terms, for the language employed in the articles and
advertisements reflected personal preference rather than
adnereroe to any particular norm on the part of the hilltop
pers.

These magazines, as a source of terms, proved to be

very fruitful, for they allowed the collector to cover a range
througli time and space without incurring the expense of
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travelling physically.

Although the terms collected from

these magazines do appear in print, it must be remembered
that neither the writers nor the editors have attempted to
promote conformity to any standard of speech.

Therefore,

the landuage employed by the writers is reflective of folk
speech.
In order to determine which unfamiliar terms were part
of the jargon and which were not, several Precautionary measures were taken.

In compiling the initial list, which later

was revised, all terms that appeared to convey a special message to other hilltoppers, hut were meaninrless tc this writer,
were l!sted.

After the or5r_7inal compilation was made, the

list was riven to two of the hilltoppers interviewed, Ralph
Hazelib and

H. Lyne.

The result was the addition of terms,

the removal of some terms, and changes in definition in some
cases.

Most terms removed from the list were not felt to

be restricted to fox hunting in their usage.
Also, in an attempt to avoid inclusion of terms that
may have been part of the informant's idiolect rather than
his jargon, no term was included that was not found at least
five times in either The Chase or The Hunter's Horn, or was
familiar to at least three of the four informants interviewed.
All terns extracted from the magazines appeared freauently
in all issues randomly selected as source material.
The terms that were collected Rre not in nny wRy intended
to represent the entire body of terms in existence.

It is

felt, however, that the attached glossary fairly represents
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the diversity and creativity of the jargon of hilltopping.
i3efore any valid conclusions can be made regarding the processes of change and creation in the jargon of hilltopping,
it must be set in its cultural context to ascertain what forces
promote the degrees of variation within the language.

The

absence of ritual and custom in hilltopping permits the
nilltopper to employ his jargon with a greater degree of flexibility than is enjoyed by the formal fox hunter.
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primary vehicle.

There are numerous manuals of instruction

associated with the formal hunt and practically every initiate
is exposed to at least one such manual at an early age.2

The

result of this uniform practice is a militarily established
hierarchy within each hunt club.

Although tne organization

of a fox hunt in the field may vary, due to monetary considerations, the basic order of the hierarchy is universal.3
The Master of Fox Hounds, or MPH, is the supreme commander who decides wnen and where the hunt will meet and terminate.

During his term of elected office, a strictly amateur

standing, there is no higher appeal, and verbal contact with
him in the field is restricted to a brief salutation present
ed
wth deference al,;ays.
.

His word is final and strict com-

pliance with his command is compulsory, all other members
of the hunting party being subservient to him.

As always,

rank also entails responsibility, and the Master is require
d
to maintain sportsmanship by the hunting party and
hounds to
keep property da-af-e at a flinimum.

At times, the duties of

2See D. .. E. Brock, Introduction to Foxhunting,
(London: Seeley, Service & Co. Ltd., 197),1); D. W. E. Brock
The ABC of Poxhunting, (London: Seeley, Service & Co.
Ltd.,
1936); Richard Clapna-1, Foxes, Foxhounds and Fox Hunting
(New iork: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1923); O. Stanley
Reeve,
Fox Hunting Forn,alities (Boston: The Sportsman Publish
ing
Co., Inc., 1929); H. S. Summerhays, Encyclopaedia for
Horsemen, 6th ed. (New York: Frederick Warner & Co. Ltd.,
Joseph P. Thomas, Hounds and Hunting Through tne Ages1975);
(Garden
City: Garaen City Publishing Co., Inc., 1937); ana
.illiam
P. .adsworth, Riding to Hounds in America: An introduction
for Foxhunters (Berryville, Va.: The Chronic
le of the Horse
Press, 196?).

3,,
.aasworth, Riding to Hounds in America: An Intro-

duction for Foxhunters, D. 18.
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the naster are divided between two Joint-Masters.LI
Next in the chnin of command is the Huntsman.

Al-

though the Master also acts as Huntsman for some hunt clubs,
the ideal situation is to have a hired professional perform
his tasks.

it should be noted that the hunt club as a

whole bears the expense of maintaining a single pack of
hounds, and the Kennel Huntsman is responsible for the care
and training of the hounds.

While hunting, it is the respon-

sibility of the Huntsman to maintain control over the hounds
in proceeding to and from the site of the hunt, and to assist
the hounds in findinr ana pursuing the fox.

At all times

the Huntsman should be the person nearest the hounds, and
anyone venturing between Huntsman and hounds flagrantly violates his station.

Also, all other members of the hunting

party must be Prepared to yield right-of-way to the Aounted
Huntsman during all stages of the hunt.6
The Huntsman is assisted in the control of the hounds
by one or 7:ore professional Whippers-1n, freauently, but
improperly, referred to as "Whips."

These riders aid the

Huntsman by constantly turning back or encouraging forward
the hounds to the Huntsman in order to maintain the pack.
No one except the Huntsman gives orders to the Ahippers-in,
nor does one, unless by the request of the :aster or Huntsman,

a Ibia.
'Ibid.

6

Ibid., p. 36.
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7
render assistance in retrieving straying hounds.

Like the

Huntsman, the Whippers-1n alwayc have the righu-of-way.

It

is considered misconduct to ride beside a Whipper-In or to

8

ride between the Whippers-In and the Huntsman.

The Secretary assists the Master by observing and
reporting the actions of the non-ranking hunting party,
known as the field, and noting any damage done to the land9
owner upon whose property they are hunting.

The hunt club

is expected to offer monetary compensation for any damage to
personal property.

If an individual wishes to make his pre-

sence known upon arriving at the scene of the hunt, said
individual should introduce himself or herself to the Secretary ratner than interfere with the Master, Huntsman, or
10
4-nippers-In.
The non-ranking huntirw party, or field, consists of
hunt club members and guests mounted on horseback.

They

are required to respond to the commands of the Master who,
usually, rides at the head of the field
11
Huntsman and :ihippers-In.
,

and to defer to the

Although they have no official

title as inaividuals,the7' are largely responsible for the
success of the hunt in that any interference with the Master,

'Ibid., p. 18.

8

Ibid., p. 36

9ibid., p. 19.
Ibid.
"
Ibid., p. 37.
"
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Huntsman, Whippers-1n or hounds can create havoc.12

Each

individual is expected to keep his own horse under control
at all times.
The organized hunt club may well be a remnant of one
of early man'

,'undamental social organizations, the band.

The band was based upon the concept of several families
foming a periodic alliance, and an important unifier was
the cooperation necessary for a hunt.

Four elements were

essential before a cooperative hunt could be organized: an
abundant supply of game, several persons (usually families)
having a mutual need, hunting enuipment, and a leader.

When

all elements were present, the cooperative hunt yielded more
game than the same individuals could kill acting separately.1 3
-'nce these cooperative hunts occurred annually
during a specific time of the year, it ,an be supposed that the reunions
became significantly social, as well as food gathering,
events.
The most experienced hunter, like the Nester of the
formal hunt club, was in charge of all aspects of the cooperative nunt.

He selected the locality, decided where the

snares and/or hunters should be placed, and divided the
14
game.
The Huntsman decides who is awarded the mask, and
brush (trail) of the slain fox in foral hunts.

The coming

12
Ib:d.
13
Peter Farb, Man's Rise to Civilization (New York:
E. P. Dutton & Co., 1966), p. 1.
14
Ibid., p.

2.
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of the horse was the catalyst that enabled groups to unite
1
into predatory bands of mounted horsemen.

Since the fox was

not hunted as a source of food, it must be assumed that this
cooperative form of hunting continued to exist due to the
social significance and sport that became attached to an
organization originally formed to fulfill a mutual physical
need of the persons involved.
Members of the formal hunt clubs are acutely aware
of tne traditional aspects of their sport, and various
associated customs exist that ensure perpetuation of the
sport with only minute erosion of form.

Although many of

these practices are believed (by the hunters) to be only as
old as the sport itself, tnere exists, or once did exist,
a similar custom that is archaic, indeed.
Dress is important as a method of preserving form,
especially when set against its functional background, focusing on the basic social and psychological significance of
costume in the cultural matrix rather than focusing on the
16
origin of the costume.

Proper hunting attre is rigidly

conventional for two reasons.

In the first place, the pres-

ent attire, or habit, has evolved into what is most practical
and functional under conaitons of weather and terrain encountered in the hunting field.

Secondly, much of the aes-

thetic pleasure derived by both participant and observer

ibid., p.

53.

16
Don Yoder, "Frqk Costume," in Folklore and Folklife:
An introduction, ed: Richard Y. Dorson (Chica:fo: The University of Chicago Press, 1972), pp. 299-300.
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comes from v'ewing people properly and conventionally dressed
17
for the event.
The dress codes outlining what is proper ant conventional are ilghly institutionalized in that most manuals of
Instruction designed for the novice devote one or more chapters to that end.

Specified matters of dress include: coat,

breeches, boots, nat, shirt, gloves, spurs, nunting whib,
lb
stock (tie), and hunt club insignia (buttons).

Different

types of each item of attire are called for depending upon
the requirements o—

the specific hunt club, the occasion,

and the status of the individual within tne hunt club.19
Rather than belabor the point, only a few illustration need
be made.
The Master, the Huntsman, and the Lhippers-In universally have the right to wesr a scarlet coat with buttons
bearing the insignia of the hunt club.

Usually, these staff

members will adorn their coat collars with the colors of the
hunt club to which tney belong, and specific additional parabhernalia attached to the saddles c)

the staff aids tne on-

looker in determining the exact status of each.

This mode

of dress visually indicates rank, experience, and knowledge
of the snort to members of the field.2°

As mention of the

17,4
adsworth, Riding to Hounds in America: An Introduction for Foxhunters, n. E.
16
Ibid., pp. O-9.
19Ib1d., pp. 9-10.
20I bid., p. 10.

wily fox, a traditional trickster figure, frequently conjures a red image, the scarlet coat may represent a longforgotten form of homeopathic magic.
The Master also has the power to award the privilege
of wearing "the buttons," or insignia, and colors of the
hunt club to those members who have distinguished themselves
through experience and knowledge displayed in the hunting
field and/or loyal support (someti_mes financial) of the
hunt club.

Once a male member of the hunt club has been

awarded 'the buttons" and "the colors," he, too, has the
rint to wear a scarlet coat emblazoned with insignin-bearinc7
buttons and a collar of the color of the club.

However,

a lady will continue to wear a conventional black or gray
coat bear

"colors

P1
as a Master.

and "buttons," unless she is serving

The wearing of "the buttons" and "colors"

a member requires allegiance to the club just as do the "colors" of the Hell's Angels, the uniform of a baseball or
football team, or the flag of a state or nation.

Failure

to fulfill said requirement, or to act in a manner that could
bring disgrace to the club, can result in disciplinary action manifested in removal of privilege and/or dismissal
from the club.
Another aspect of the formal hunt that requires rote
learning on the part of the initiate is the matter of language.22

21 ibid.
22 .
*Ibid., p. 14.

3)4
Theability of a young hunter to speak, with ease and correctness, the strictly adhered -to language of the sport is
an important determinant in passing from the status of initiate to that of member.

For tne initiate to blunder in the

use of specialized language can result in disdain fro: peers,
and the mark of shame ,,,an be removed only through mastery of
the language.

Some of tne terms that frequently cause em-

barrassment to the novice are: "hounds" (not dog), "stern"
(rather than tail) of a hound, "brush" (not tail) of a fox,
and "open," "give tongue," or "speak" (never bark) when a
hunting hound emits a vocal cry.

Although there does ex-

ist some variation among the terms of the formal hunt, the
variation is minute as revealed by the numerous glossaries
24
to wnich the novice nunter may refer.

Never is the ini-

tiate permitted to coin new phrases that may arise from
personal idiolect, for the traditional aspect of the language is as significant as dress and order in preserving the
form of the sport.

Annotation of these terms via the Oxford

English Dictionary ana other sources reveals that many of
these terms are quite archaic, having once been in the language of the general English-speaking populace, but their
usage now is restricted to the sport.

Not only does the sport

perpetuate tne use of archaic terminology, but the active use

2
4See Brock The ABC of Fokhuntiry; Summerhays Encyclopaedia for Horsemen; Thomas Hounds and Hunting Through
the Ages; and Wadsworth Hiding to Hounds in America: An
Introduction for Foxhunters.

of archaic terminology aids in perpetuating the sport with
minute erosion of form.
Two other practices of formal hunts exist today that,
due to institutionalization, have lost much of their signifThese

icance in perpetuation of the form of formal hunting.

customs are known as "blooding" and "blessing of the hounds."
Each of these customs has passed fror: primary to secondary
importance, for the degree to which the sport has become
institutionalized tarough print ensures minute erosion of
forn to the extent that associated ritual is no longer a
primary method of form preservation.
Blooding is, or once was, the most

-lorful of the

initiation rites undergone by the novice fox hunter.

Most

scholars of the subect of for:nal fox hunting describe
blood_ng as "a ceremony when young people, on the first
occasion of following hounds mounted, are blooded by the
Huntsman who touches each cheek with blood of the hunted
fox.""
2

These scholars also state that origin of the

26
custom 16 uncertain and that it is practiced rarely now.
Although it may be difficult, if not impossible, to ascertain
tne origin of the rite, itis, however, quite easy to find
parallel rites of initiation among other hunting societies
that may explain the original significance of the act. As
25
Summerhays, Encyclopaedia for Horsemen, p•
26Ibid.
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blood has had a rather universal acceptance as a "life force,
it is possible that tne fleetness, cunning, and other qualities which resided in the blood oi the fox were acquired by
the young fox hunter through transference.27

Another possi-

ble function of the rite is as a mnemonic device, for if an
act can be made unforgettable, tnen whatever is associated
with that act is unforgettable also.2d

The latter explan-

ation presents cause for tne dwindling frequency of the rite,
for if the rite functioned as a mnemonic device to aia in
perpetuating form of the formal hunt, tnen institutionalization through print has caused tne rite to pass from primary
to secondary importance.

No longer is preservation of form

dependent upon oral transmission for the specifics of tne
sport are transferred from generation to generation via
manuals of instruction rather than mouth.

Although the

blooding rite has passed from primary to secondary importance
in preserving form, it still has a useful function.

The

initiate fox nunter, upon being blooded, will be instilled
with a sense of pride tnat will create an awareness of tradition.

The awareness that tne sport is rooted in tradition

will amplify the initiative of the novice in learning the
proper dress, codes of conduct, and language associated with
the sport.
Another practice associated with the kill is the

A.

A.

77Bernard Seeman, The River of Life (New York:
Norton
Co., Inc., 1961), p. 27.
, -/...qn's Rise to Civilization, p. 100.
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awarding of the mask (facial hide) and/or brush (tail) of
the slain fox to the first rider arriving at the scene.29
In societies where the hunting act is performed by a larme
party, dividing the kill is performed ritualistically as a
means of reinforcing initiative and valor of the hunters.
Frequently, the man who frst struck the animal is awarded
the head.3°

The act, as performed by formal hunt clubs,

functions as n means of instilling a sense of tradition and
desire, or love, for the chase.

Also, it may have served

as n mnemonic device at one time, but institutionalization
through print has eroded the primary importance of the rite.
The blessing of the hounds is an annual event performed by a priest at a formal gathering of the hounds,
horses, and members of a hunt club.

The gathering is a

celebration of opening day of the hunting season, and all
characters involved appear in complete regalia.

blessing of

the hounds is a misnomer for the act involves blessing not
only the hounds

but the horses and hunters as well.

The

presiding priest selects a passage from the scriptures of
the bible that will protect all participants from bodily
harm and insure good hunting throughout the season.

The

act supposedly ber;an with St. hubert, the patron saint of
the chase and of "dogs," who was a member of tlie court of
29Thomas, Hounds and Hunting Through the Ages,

D. 146.

3°Walter Goldschmidt, Sebei Law (Los
Angeles: University of California Press, 1967), p. 16.
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Theodoric

1

Legend is that St. Hubert was an enthusi-

astic hunter who received a sign from Heaven when a cross
miraculously appeared between the antlers of a stag being
pursued by hounds.

St. Hubert interpreted hi.s vision as a

sign for him to relinquish his worldly pleasures and to
32
become a servant of God.
Although scholars of the formal hunt attribute the
origin of the practice to St. Hubert, it is known that hunting cogs were crowned at the festival of Diana, Roman goddess
and patroness of women and wild animals.

Explanations for

the croning of hunting dogs at Diana's festival include
the possibility that it was a purification ceremony to
cleanse the holuads from the guilt of having killed game, the
creatures of the goddess.3a

A more plausible explanation is

tnat it was similar to the archaic custom of blessing cattle to protect them from witchcraft.35

Whatever the

original meaning of the exercise, today the act instills a
f'eeling of tradition, mutual respect, and belonging to a
group engaged in a common goal a:iong the club members.

The
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j. Blan van Uric, The Horse. The Valley ana the Chagrin
Valley Hunt (New York: by Richard Ellis, 1947), p. 195.
32
Ibid.

33Sir James George Fra7er, The Golden
Bough, vol. 1:
The Ma,,ic Art, 3rd ed. (New York: The 21amillan Co., 193-,),

p. 14.
3h'Frazer, The
Golden Bough, vol. 2, The Magic Art,

pp.

125-126.

35Ibid.
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unifying qualities of the rite reinforces the sense of tradition which may, consciously or unconsciously, instill a
desire to preserve form through compliance with the accepted
order, dress codes, and language of the formal hunt.
Although tne above mentioned rites and practices associated with the formal hunt certainly have functional roles
in the preservation of form, their roles must be considered
secondary or supportive only in light of the deFree to which
the sport has become institutionalized through the abundance
of printed matter available to the novice hunter.

Today,

oral transmission is merely a secondary method of passing
knowledge

of

the sport from generation to generation.

The

initiate no longer relies upon knowledge orally transmitted
by seniors, but now turns to printed manuals of instruction
in order to learn particulars of order, conduct, dress, and
language.
The high degree to which the formal hunt has become
institutionalized is reflected in the jargon of the sport.
Once a cultural element becomes institutionalized, especially
via printed matter, the artistic action involving creativity
36
and aesthetic response begins to stagnate,

thereby

intro-

ducing a stability of form that is no longer subject to the
forces of social ano technological differences tnat create
change throughout time.-

The jargon of the formal hunt

- Ben-Amos, "Toward a Definition of Folklore in Contest, 111 p. 10.

37 Farb, Man's Rise to Civilization,

D. 264.
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varies little throuahout t!me and space because printed
alossaries and peer oressure to conform to manuals of instruction have reduced, but not removed, the possibility
of language response to other social and technological upheavals throughout time.

The existence of a socially iso-

lnted order that is perpetuated tnrough written texts has
caused the language associated with that order to become
as changeless as tne order itself.

Therefore, as the form

of the formal hunt is not in s continual process of interaction with other cultural elements affectinr the members, -5°
tne language of the sport does not comply with the premise
of glottochronology that a langu%-- e loses about 3_94; of its
vocabulary every thousand years due to technological and/or
social changes,39 for the new syntheses -)nd combination
110
cannot be produced at a normal rate.
If all languages serve to express whatever their
cultures require of them, then perhaps all specialized aspects of lan-ua-e, such as jargon, serve to express whatever the associated cultural element, such as fox hunting,
reduires.

As long as tne formal fox hunt, as a cultural

element, resists responding to social and technological change,
then the associated jargon will remain thr same because there
1 ' OE

no cl--and or need

36Ibid., p. 28.

PP. 284-28c.
L40

Ibid., p. 28.

change.

The

argon of the formal hunt cannot be considered rn

aspect of folklore because it no longer is dependent upon
oral transmission without totally relying on written texts
L1
for survival,
nor do the elements of creativity and aesthetic response promote active growth of the jargon.42

Due

to the high degree of institutonalization and rigidity of
form in forr:al fox hunting, the associated jargon does not
change in conjunction with the normal processes of social
and literary interchange that affect the formal fox hunter
and, in turn, cause changes in his or her normal mode of
speech.

The institutionalization of the traditional as-

pects of the formal hunt,

i-icluding the jargon, has removed

the dynamism of traditional change for the pressure exerted
by the familiar past upon the bearer of the material is no
longer subt1e, 3 but fixed in print.
111
text,"

Ben-Amos, "Toward a Definition of Folklore in Con8.

D.

42Ibid., n
43
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J. Barre Toelken, "A Descriptive Nomenclature for
the Study of Folklore. Part I: The Process of Tradition,"
'destern Folklore 28 (April 1969): 96.

CHAPTER IV

HILLTOPPING AS AN ELEMENT OF FOLK CULTURE
Although the hilltopper and the formal hunt club member engage in essentially the same sport-- namely, the pursuit of tne fox, tne metnods employed by each are quite dissimilar.

Comprison of each form of

7: iunting reveals con-

trasting social orders that are reflected in the specialized
jargon of each, for language is an index to or reflection of
1
culture.
ith the exceptions of regional, state, or national
fox hunting associations, there are no formal organizations
to which the hilitopper belongs.

Membership in one such

association does not require active participation on a regular basis, for the primary function of each association is to
organize and to supervise rinnusl field trials in which all
participants, except judges, are of (slue' standin:'.

There is

no hierarchy of members within a fox hunters' association,
for the elected officers function entirely as businessmen.
Each association will have specific reouiremients, some more
rigid than others, regarding lineage of the competing hounds,
but the ancestry or social standing of the individual hound
1

Dell Rymes, "The Contribution of Folklore to Sociolinguistic Research," Journal of American Folklore 6/1 (January - Yarch 1971):
14
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owner never is a determinant regarding membership.

Formal fox

huntLng has been, and continues to be, an aspect of high culture, while persons from all walks of life may become involvPd
in hilltopping.
Regulations regarding form in hilltopping are not disaeminated via written texts and, consequently, the procedure
of hilltopping is extremely flexible in comparison with that
of the ftrmal hunt.

Dates and sites for each gathering of

formal hunt clubs are predeterqined and the calendar of events
is issued to all members prior to opening day.

The hilltopper

engages in fox hunting as his or her work schedule allows,
tnereby

affording a hign degree of flexibility regarding

time and place of each hunt.

Usually, a hilltopper will de-

cide that personal schedule, prevailing weather conditions,
and physical condition of hounds make a hunt possible, and
will contact fellow hunters via telepnone.

Once a hunting

compan'on is contacted, they will agree to meet at a particular place ami time.

However, the hilltopper, unlike the

formal hunt club member, is not obliged to waLt until all
hunters nave arrived upon the chosen site in order to release
his or her hounds.

Hounds are thP property of individuals in

hilltopping, rather than of a

roup as in foral fox hunting,

and the individual hilltopper has tne prerogative to release
or cast hounds according to individual des're.

The hilltop-

per will extend the courtesy of waiting several minutes for
tne arrivel of hunting compsniong, but the eagerness of the
hounds prevents extended waits.

Punctuality in arriving at

414
the chosen site of a formal nunt is mandatory if participation
is to be allowed, but the code of the hilltopper is not so
rigid due to participant awareness of extenuating circumstances experienced daily by hunting companions.

Lare nrrivers

may join fellow hunters by releasing hounds gradually so that
interference with those hounds already hunting does not occur.
There is no highly specified dress code related to
hilltopping that corresponds to the code of formal fox hunting,
for proper dress in hilltopping is a matter of practicality
only.

Personal comfort and protection against the elements,

rather than fasftion, are the factors determining what is
suitable in hilltopping.

As there is no fixed hierarchy of

rank among a group of hilltoppers gathered at any particular
time and place, there is no need for a dress code that would
visually indicate status to fellow hunters.

Seniority may

be acknowledged, througn normal channels of courtesy, based
upon knowledge of and experience in hunting, age, and degree
of active participation, but tnere are no salient designat:ons
of status in nilltopping.

?ellow hunters often will follow

the advice of toe individual having the most experience with
tne particular area or fox being hunted on a given night, but
toe standing of said individual is not permanent at all.
Just as tnere is no formal beginning of a hunt in hilltopping, there 13 no formal closing.

No individual decides

when a particular hunt will end, for each individual can decide when to return home without disrupting the hunting

L6
On a local basis, the nilltopper can compete with fellow hunters through channels other than performance of individual hounds, for there are human skills which, when displayed, reveal expertise in the sport.

The ability of a hill-

topper "to read a prick" is a sill acouired through experience
that will gain the respect of fellow hunters.

"Reading a

pack" involves the ability to distinguish the vocal cry of
individual hounds from a unit, or pack, of hounds emitting
such sounds simultaneously, and to determine the relative position of each hound within the peck.

Also, a hunter with such

skill can ascertain at which stare of the hunt the hounds are
by listen_ng to the pitch and rate of vocal emissions made by
Only those hilltoopers with years of experience

the hounds.

can display such skill with consistent accuracy.
As there is an. absence of written texts regarding form
in hilltopping, plus an absence of associated ritual, there
can be no institutionalized norm to which the hilltopper must
adhere.

The flexibilit:; of form in hilltopping is reflected

in its associated jan-on, far there is no stnndardizat'on of
terminology.

The lack of consistency in the jargon through-

out time and space reveals an active response to social
and/or technological changes affecting the bearers of the
material.

This active response could not occur if there

existed a high decree of form institutionalization as found
in formal fox hunting.

Tt has been ascertained that the terms

2
Peter Farb, Man's Rise to Civilization (New York:
& Co., 1956), p.
Dutton
E. P.
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employed by hilltoppers vary from area to area and from generation to generation, altnough no regional patterns can be
determined at this time.

Frequently, from three to seven

terms describing the same action can be found.

When hounds

temporarily have lost the scent of the fox, it may be said
that they: are "a-bothered," are "a-loose," are "in check,"
are "at fault," have "made an out," have "out run their
noses," have "thrown up their noses," or have "made a loss."
The formal hunter

ould employ only the term "in check" to

describe such an action, for straying from the accepted, institutionalized terminology would not be in keeping with traditional form.

Although tne hilltopper is aware of engaging

in a traditional sport, rarely does he or sne, as an individual, feel responsible for preserving the tradition without
change.

Conversely, the formal fox hunter, by definition,

does feel the weight of sucn responsibility at an early are.
The tendency of the hilltopper to respond to social or technologicaT changes outside
in

tne

realm of the sport is reflecteci

the instability of the jargon of the sport, whereas, the

security of the formal fox hunter, a member of hin culture,
is revealed throuh the consistency of the jargon of the
formal hunt.3
As the jan;on of hilltopoing is perpetuated without
the aid of written texts or formal glossaries, it is an item
of folklore for the snecialized terminology is passed from

3Raven I. McDavid, Jr.,
"Folk Speech,"

n Our Llving
Traditions, ed: Tristam Potter Coffin (New York: Basic
Books, Inc., 1966), pp. 232-233.

one gena.ration to the next nrimar71y through oral transmission.

The study of this element of folk speech must involve

7ore than recording and tracing archaic terminology, for the
creative ana innovative terms coined by the new hunters and
the methods of disseminating thefle terms are eoually 'mportant.h

The fact that only

44.c

of the terms collected could

be annotated to the Oxford English Dictionary indicates that
the Processes of change are still functioning in regard to
the jargon of hilltoppinp.

Of the terms collected from hill-

topners that are found within the glossaries concerning formal fox hunting, 92.1

could be annotated thus which indi-

cates that the processes of language change are not occuring
at a normal rate in the formal jargon.
The hilltoppers recognize the uniqueness of their jargon and realize tnat it is something that may be assumed or
set aside at will.

They take pride in being able to speak

their language fluently

and will admire fellow hunters in

proportion to tcleir skill.

They will even judge strangers

6

by their abil'tv to use the specialized jargon.

To the hill-

topper, the specialized language may connote the comforting
security of their familiar ingroup; to the outsider it may
annenr an pretentious mumbo-jumb-, where simpler words would

4Ibfd.,

D. 234.

Farb, Man's Rise to Civilization,

D. 2(54

Robbins Burling, Man's Many Voices: Langpage in Its
Cultural Context (New York: Holt, tlnehart arid Vinston, Inc.,
1970), p. 191.
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do ns well. Whatever the reasons for tne existence of the
jargon, it does serve to differentiate language and to set
the speech of one group apart from that of others.

To tat

degree it is one force of stylistic divergence.
Although the jargon of hilltopping embodies archaic
terminology just rs does the jargon of the formal hunt, it
does so to a lesser extent becnuse the hilltopper is not restricted to employment of stock phraseology.

The non-Thstit-

utionnlization of hilltonping allows the speaker a greater
degree of flexibility in choosing terms of expression than is
enjoyed by the fonial fox hunter.

Although the jargon of

hilltopping can provide long lists of terms which reflect
folk inventiveness and hunor,6 the folk speaker, or hilltopper, does not cr)in new phrases randomly ana recklessly in
an effort to communicate.

As one informant wrote: "New hunt-

ers will come along and start using new words of their own.
We old-triers try to keep them from going too far and have to
call tnem down from time to time.

We will accept some of the

new terms, but there are some old ones we like to keep, too."9
Here we see tne weight of the familiar pnst exerting pressure
ln
The novice hilltopper must
on the bearer of the material.

7lb id. p. 192.
6
Kenneth Clarke and Mary Clarke, Introducing Folklore

(flew York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1903), p. 91.

9Letter from George Knight, Route L, Collins, Mississippi, 6 April 197h.
10
J. Barre Toelken, "A Descriptive Nomenclature for the
Study of Folklore. Part I: The Process of Tradition," p. 96.

adhere t

-ome notion of the basic type and be sen7t-'ve to

the reactions of his audience if acceptance is to be expected.

He or she may institute change, either consciously or un-

consciously, but change must occur within the framework of
11
what is familiar to the audience, the fellow hunters.
The primary method of disseminnt2 on of the ,ar7on of
hilltopping is through oral transmission.

On a strictly

local level, the hunting situation provides the means in that
hunters of different age will gather and talk about their
sport during lapses in action between the hounds and tne fox.
In this situat:on the hilltonper will cease using his normal
speech and shift his style to that of the sport.
does so with the intent'on of

He or she

rlfluencing fellow hunters in

ways other than directly through the message, for the desire
to belong can hardly be separated from the desire to commun12
icate.

If new terms are coined, it seems likely that the

coinnge will occur on the local hunt level, for the situation
is the most informal of all.

Of course, not all changes will

strike the speaker or hearer as "good.

In terms of survival

through time, however, it must be assumed that real mistakes
will be corrected or rationalized by subseouent hilltoppers,
or that a particulrr traditional term will become so confused
11

ibid.

12
Dwight Bolinger, Aspects of Language (New York:
Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., 1c/(7, ). p. 266.

that it will cease to be viable in the culture. '
Another situation which allows verbal interchanc.e between hilltoppers employing their jargon is the rer7ional,
state, or national field trial.

These contests attract hunt-

ers from many different areas, and it is common for a single
event to have participants from many states.

As these men

converse with each other, they expose t:Iemselves to vanstons within the specialized language of their sport, and
items of speech used by one hunter may be adopted by another,
either consciously or inadvertently.

This network of cross-

reF:ional oral communication during the field trial may explain
the absence of re7ional patterning in the jargon.

Most hill-

toppers can express several terms for a single action if
necessary, in spite of the fact thnt Personal taste may compel the speaker to use one term riore freouently than others.
The desire to communicate with new acquaintances that have a
common interest compels the individual to become familiar
with a body of terms more varied than his or her idiolect.
Also, the spea'7er, in an effort to Influence the hearer, mny
employ as -.any of the specialized terms as is feasible.
A third method of jargon dissemination is through personal articles and advertisements appearing in magazines
which cater to the hilltopper--namely The Chase and
Hunter's Horn.

he

Although the terms dc appear in print, the

lanr7uage emnlcyed by the writers, frei-:uently subscribers,
13Toelken, "A Descriptive Nomenclature for the Study
of Folklore. Part i: The Process of Tradition," p. 96.
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reflects persnal preference rather than adherence to n particular norm.

Neither the writers nor

he editors appear to

-rake an effort to promote conformity to any stock body of
terms, and frequently, a wrIter will mention a tern that is,
to him, either new or amusing,.

In this way the reader gains

exposure to terms other than his own without travelling through
soace.

This form of communication may serve to increase the

rate of language change within the jarr-on of hilltonoing
If this be

raGner than create a body of standardized terms.

true, the appearance of the specialized language in print
does not interfere with the normal processes of creativity and
1L:
aesthetic response characteristic of folk speech.
To predict the future of the jargon of hilltonping may
he risky, but it also may be worthwhile in that predictions
may be tested at a later date.

All languages are able to ex-

press whatever their cultures require of them,
same holds true for the jargon of hilltopping.

and the
As long as

the sport of hilltopping remains as flexible in form as it
is today, and resists Institutionalization, the associated
lanT-unge can be expected to remain variable.

The terms clear-

ly will function most vividly and effectively by the speakers
16
who use them more readily and onportunely,
the hilltonner.
'Dan Ben-Amos, "Toward a Definition of Folklore in
Context," Journal of American Folklore 811 (January - March
1971): 10.
15
Farb, Man's Rise to Civilization,

D. ;'Cl.

16
James E. Spears, "The Metaphor in American Folk
Speech," New York Folklore Quarterly 29 (March 1971): 1.
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As the rate of social and technological change increases, it
can be expected that the rate of change within the jargon of
hilltopping will increase correspondingly, for these cultural
17
elements are in a continual process of interaction.

New

syntheses and combinations w1l be produced constantly, and
whether or not the new combinations survive among hilltoppers
will depend on whether or not they work in the existing cullo
tural context.

Most of the changes that occur will

19
flvotve vocabulary.
has been stated that the coinage of new terms within
the jargon of hilltopping is not a reckless process

(p. )00,

anti examination of the specialized language reveals many familiar elements.

Although the vocabulary characteristic of

the hilltopper is incomprehensible to the uninitiated, these
persons merely have taken words they already knew and changed
their meaning.

The formation of new compounds to fit their

special needs has resulted in a very extensive body of terms
20
ana slang that have a unique function.

Exa-rples of the in-

novative aspect of the jargon cf hilltopping are:
"forks-of-the-creek hunter,
trash."

"parlor boy," "to mokus," and "to

The term "parlor 'boy" appears to have been created

17
. ?aro, Man's itise to Civilization, p.
lcIbid.
1q
'Ibid., p. 2b3.
20
Lalia Phipps r
- oone, "Patterns of Innovation in the
Language of the Oil Field," American Speech 2'4 (Februa/
1949): 31.
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out of a need to distinguish a hound bred for hunting qualities from a hound bred for show qualities.

?rior to the

rise in co-petition in the 1-leld trial situat,ion, wilch incorporates a bencn snow with separate awards, tnere was no
need for such a term as "parlor boy," for all hounds originally were bred solely for hunting.

The term "to mokus" is

a phrase coined from a word already in the Etiglish language,
although the word is archaic.

A moke is a donkey, and the

term later came to mean a dolt, or a stupid fellow.

Today,

in the jargon of hilltopping, "to mokus" means to dawdle or
to waste time in hunting an area over and over jn hopes of
finding the scent of a fox.
mokus will appear stupid.

Therefore, a hound that will

The highly specialized language of

hilltopping follows the same patterns of the English language
as a whole, for words already in existence have been adapted
to new usage.

The language is complicated by synonyms, and

new words are formed by compounding, coining, euphemizing,
21
and conversion.If the jargon of the hilltopper grows and c,langes only
as it accompanies the daily activities of those fox hunters,
then the jargon should constitute an index to the social val-?
ues that affect their lives. -

tiords hnve a quality of his-

torical and social significance which transcends the more
21_ .
ibid., p. 37.
22
Ben-Amos, "Toward a Definition of Folklore in Context," p. 5.

definitive or objective aspects of the locutions.23
An inforant has stated that he desires in a hound the
24
same qualities expected of a man.

if language is a major

element in the foration of thought, -

then the jargon of

hilltopping, as a part of the English language, should reveal
the programmed perception of the socal world to which the
26
hilltopper belongs.

Hilltopping, as a competitive sport,

has an associated language revolving around concepts of
sportsmanship and these concepts extend beyond the range of
the sport into the daily lives of the hunters, for the American life style is based upon competition.

'That is considered

fair play by hunting hounds is considered fair play by men,
for hounds are expected to display human traits.

Above all,

a hound should be: loyal to his master (a "homer"), tough
("game"), willing to cooperate w*th ("hark to" or "pack to")
other hounds, desirous of the foremost ("front-end") position
in the group, and willing to exert beyond normal physical capabilities ("drive").

The jargon of hilltopping reveals that

culturally ingrained concepts of leadership, not merely satisfactory performance, are desi.red in a hound.

Many of these

23• Merton Babcock,
"The Social Significance ofthe
Language of the American Frontier," American Speech 2i1
(December 1949):
Interview witn william Henry Lyne, Rt. 1, Box 64,
Washington, Virginia, 23 November 1973.
- Edward T. Hall, The Hidden Dimension (New York:
Anchor Books, 1969), p. 1
26
loid., op. 1-P.
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concepts are revealed through the negative terminology that
revolves around toe actions of the hunting hounds.

A hound

should not: lie ("babble"), cheat ("swing" or "cut"), be lazy
("dawdle"), stray from the purpose ("trash"), or cease working before the tas
eyes").

is completed ("have the sun bother the

These few examples of negatve traits that may be

displayed by a hound are known as "faults," not errors, -416
reveal s very strict concept of positive and negative behavior
patterns held by the hilltopper.

Language is s key to cul-

;-7
ture, even in the isolated example of hilltopper jargon.
It is clear that the study of the jargon of hilltopping, as an item of folk speech, involves more than the tracking down of archaic terminology in remote arePs; it also involves the discovery of innovations and methods of dissemin2)6
atTon.

Also, the role of the traditional norms and other

culturally ingrained concepts in the formation and perpetuation of the specialized language must be considered in relation to the social and/or technological changes affecting
the bearers of the material.

The ,isrgon of hilltopping in-

volves artistic communication in small Frouns, and to concenupon isolated forms and ignore the real interchange between
cultures and modern channels of communication would be destructive in terms of folklore scholarship.29
27
Farb, Hants hise to Civilization, n. 269.
2o
HcDavid, Jr., "Folk Speech," p. 23h.
29
Ben-Amos, "Toward a Definition of Folklore in
Context," pp. 13 - 14.

KEY TO GLOSSARY

OED - Oxford English Dictionary
DA

Dictionary Americanisms

DAS - Dictionary of American Slang
Ch

- The Chase

HHo - The Hunter's Horn
HH

- Hounds and Hunting Through the Ages

*.
Indicates secondary source of annotation; magazine in whic-n
term appears frequently

C:7

GLOSSARY
(of hounds); to have temporarily lost the scent
a-bothered
of the fox; see a-loose, n check, t fault, o have made
77-75 throw up the nose, to
an out, to out run one's 71757.4
tr;lace a losa
all-age; a field tr'al classification for hounds of two or
more years age; tdo, Ch
all nignt nounds; a hound of outstanng pnysical strength
that consistently displays willingness to hunt for long
nours without rest; Ch
(of hounds); to have temporarily lost the scent
check., A“Lals., to throu
of the fox, see a-bothered,
p the nose, to out run one's nos, to nave made an out,
e .1-"Tna
to nave

a-loose

(of hounds); to urhante and/or
(to) attend to toiletries
defecate prior to beginning the hunt
(of hounds); to emit a vocal sound indicating the
to babble
finding of the scent of a fox when no scent hes been found;
see to give false crv tongue, note. etc" D lie, loeout
on;ued, to tongue (mouun. cr- etc
trio
un,
ut,v,
7.he w-nd;
(of hounds); trailin- the scent of the fox in
back trackinr
the wrong direotThn; DA, iiHo, Ch
Park; the sharp explosive cry uttered by hounrs when not
hunting; OED, DA
barking,; the utterance of a hound's sharp my; OED, DA
(of hounds); having a tendency to emit a cr7
bowling mouth
of lorw., duration wnich resembles the sound of a calf durin
weaning; OED, HHo, Ch
bench; a small platform upon which a hound stands for judgement on physical qualities; OED, Ch, Hrio
bitch.; the female hound; opposite of dog. see
OED, DA, Ch, HHo
•,brooç b'tch,

QA112,a,

(of hounds); to force toe fox to leave its
to bolt the fox
bounce tne fox
resting place and break into a run; see
OED,
;
AIMD the f9x41 to start tue fo
(of hounds); to force the fox to leave
to bounce the fox
its resting place and break into a run; see 12 bolt wq
x to lump the fo4k, po start the fo ; DA, L'h, ffio
foO
AMM
to break

(of hounds); to train for hunting; OED, HHo, Ch

(of hounds); to tire excessively, tnereby
to break down
risking damage to the hound's will to hunt; OED, Ch
to break off a track; to call (the hounds) to leave the scented trail of the fox and cone to the hunter in order to ga4n
more rapidly on the fox; (note: not allowed during field
trial situations)
(of hounus); to follow a fox scent of sufto breathe fox
ficient odor to be uetected without keeping the nose close
to tne ground; Ch
(of hound breeding); to breed several
to breed in and in
generations of hounds having identical ancestry, thereby
eventually producing n weaker strain; see o szet too close;
OED, HHo
broke

(of hounds); trained to hunt; Ch

brood bitcn; a female hound that is of age and ounlity to be
agsfiggg, gag; OED, On, HHo
bred; see L;;Igia,
crush; the loosely hanr.ing hair on the tail of a hound; also,
the tail of a fox; OED, DA, Ch
(of nounds); occasionally or intermittently putting
bumping
the nose to tne ground to find or to follow the scent of
the fox
(of female hounds); to be pref.to carry (a dog's)service
nant with pups sired by (the dog); OED, HHo
(of hounds); to follow the scented route
to carry the track
of a fox by snell without losing the scent; see to drive the
trsc, to run p trnri.", ip trailo to WOrx
Lrck, to nancle
o -iove a trac4; Ch, HHo
cast; the Initial release of the hounds to ben the hunt;
OED, HH, HHo, Ch
to cast; to release the hounds to begin toe hunt; see
rqpvn, tte ouncig; HH, OED, Ch, HHo

60
catch
(of female hounds); to become Impregnated; also, to
capture (the fox); OED, Ch
(of fox nunters); to catch a
to catch a hound off the fox
hound that is pursuing a fox; see to eaten a nound off the
Ch, HHo
(of fox hunters); to catch
to catch a hound off the track
n hound that is pursuing a fox; Ch, HHo
to cnallen7e
(of fox); to bark when hounds are nearby,
thereby inviting pursuit; OED, Ch, HHo
to challenge
(of hounds); to emit a vocal sound upon finding the scent of n fox; see to cry to the fox line. etc.,
to say fox,, to strike the lihe, scent, Itc t; (MA), ufl, 11±10
(of hounds); to have temporarily lost the scent of
in check
the fox; see a-uothered, ,n-loose, at
, IP! 4- qw uP
, , o have mau_e an out, to
pneis mo:ap, 4- o out run one
--paice q ion -; U.;!-J, JA, Cn o 'fit- o
(of hounds); a vocal cry
chop mouth (tongue, cry, etc.)
emitted in short, re7ular bursts while in pursuit of game;
Ch, HH
clean runner
(of hounds); one that will hunt and pursue the
game with total concentration thereby giving top performance at all times; a hound that displays few, if any, performance "faults"; Ch
clear tongue (mouthi note, etc.) (of hounds); a sharp cry
that is audible for a long distance; OED, HHo, Ch
coarse tongue (mouth, note, etc.)
hHo, Ch

(of hounds); a bass cry;

coffee shop nunter; one who pretends knowledF:e of fox hunting,
yet lacks the total dedication to endure toe hardships of
the sport; see aruk. store hunter; HHo
cola trail; (noun) a scent that is, due to a7e, difficult
for the hounds to follow, opposite of hot trail; (verb)
to follow an old scent; OED, HHo
cold nose
(of hounds); the ability to detect ana follow
the scent of the fox under adverse conditions; see Aggi
nose
combination hound; a hound with outstanding physical and
perforance traits, thereby suitable for field trials and
bench shows; see dual purpose hound; Ch, HHo
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to couple

(of hounas); to pair; OED, Hf

cover; plant growth suitable for protection of the fox; OED,
--5117 HH, Ch, HHo
covered line; a trail of a fox over which hounds have run
(of hounds); to tuck the tail between the legs as a
cower
sign of fear; see ;lock down, igt; OED, DA
(of nounds); having hocks that point inward tocow-hocked
HH
other;
ward each
(of fox hunters); to view the fox and/or
to make a crossing
hounds engaged in pursuit; Ch, HHo
(of hounds); to interfere with tne hunting action
to crowa
of another houna; also, to pursue the fox at close range
(of hounas); tne vocal sound emitted while in pursuit
cry
of the fox; see;muth, no, tongue, running. OED, Hia
(of hounds); to emit a vocal
to cry to the fox, line, etc.
_Lao
sound upon finding the scent of a fox; see to ht ti
.
open
:,:o
nric
etc.,
scent.
scent. etc, to strke tne line
,
seiwo
WI
01.A.),
Lart/, to say1 ..., ,....L6,LL4.1.ulat„;
(of fox); young offspring, usually applied to the
cub
young of the red fox only; see .4,114
to cull; to eliminate the nounas with undesireable traits,
or faults, from a pack; OED, HHo
cunning_- runnirr7; the tendency of a hound to attempt to anticipate the actions of the fox being pursued and, as a
result, to Lake short cuts that may or may not enable the
nound to gain on the fox; see Bkirt_er, slasher, roader,
path-, road-, trail-runner, ctirr77--(of hounds); to partially disregard the scent of the
to cut
fox and take a route wnich may or may not lead directly
to the fox; to fail to trail by following scent of tne
fox
cutter; a hound having a tendency to take short cuts when
pursuing the fox, thereby disregarding the scented trail
laaher,
of the fox; see
or trail-runner, roader
ia4,11

AiiI

L,

(of hounds); the female parent, usen as a genealogical
cam
proad bitch,
OED
term; see

RwilwiL, bitcih.

4agio

dawdle
(of hounds); to fail to seek the scent of the fox
diligently; see ;() mokug, to loaf; OED
to den; to stock an area with fox in an effort to increase
specie population; see to nlant; Ch
to den
(of hounds); to bark at the entrance of the lair into
which the fox has been chased
(of fox); to return to the safety of the lair to
to den up
avoid captureby hounds; see tREb_112, to go to eart40
go to ground, o zo up to hoITT-7777 Ch, 1-1:10
derby; a hound under two years oie; HHo, Ch
dew-dro claw; the partially developed, non-functional claw
sometimes appearing an inch or two above the foot; also
calleu iligi;L111,1*; OED, HH, Ch, HHo
dish-faced

(of hounds); havinr7 a concave muzzle ridge

to dispose (of); to disclaim (an undesirable hound) by transfering ownership; OED
dog; the male hound; opposite of
no

440111111,

OED, HH, Ch,

to double
(of fox); to reverse direction in order to foil the
pursuing hounds; OED, Ch
to double
(of hounds); to emit vocal sounds in short, paired
bursts upon finding a strong, continous scent of a fox that
can be followed at a rapid pace; Ch, HHo
(of hounds); to follow the scent of the fox
to double back
in the wrong direction; OED, HHo
to be down
(of hounds); to have the nose close to tne ground
in orrier to follow the scent of the fox well
drar; usually, a heavy cloth strongly bearing the scent of a
fox and is dragged along the ground leaving a trail for
hounds to follow; used for contest purposes; OED, HH, Ch,
HHo
to drive

(of hounds); to follow the scent of the fox with
persistence to keep the fox running, and to pursue
the fox at close range

—0777Fient

to drive the track
(of hounds); to follow the scented route
of a fox by smell without losing the scent; see to cnrrLaWie to handle the tr,
unn traciie to -love n track;
OED, Ch, HHo
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(of fennle nounas); to give birth; see to
to drop (pups)
OED, HHo
drug store hunter; one who pretends knowledge of fox hunting,
yet lacks tne total dedication to endure tne hardsnips of
the sport; see coffee slop hunter; Ch, HHo
dual purpose hound; a hound with outstanding physical and
performance traits, thereby suitable for field trials and
bench shows; see combination houn4; Ch, HHo
dweller; a hound that will continue to seek the scent of a
fox in a previously covered area, thereby wasting time;
HH, Ch
endurance
(of hounds); the ability to hunt, to trail, and
to pursue a fox over an extended period of time
to give false cry, tongue, note, etc.
s vocal sound indicating the findin
when no scent has been found; see
,
os
out of 3nce,

(of hounds); to emit
of the scent of a fox

fault
(of hounds); an undesirable trait of either performance
or physical appearance; OED, Ch, HHo
(of hounds); to have temporarily lost tne scent of
at fault
CAlt
hir
tow
br.hererit, a-loose,
the fox; see teIt
run one's nose, to have :vie an nu4-4, La
tiLa-aaaa, to
have made a loss; Oh,
field hound; a hound bred for hunting as opposed to a hound
bred for show purposes; HHo, Ch
1.01d trial; an organized hunt of several days duration
(usually 3 or 4) in which the performance of hounds is
judged with trophies and/or prizes being awarded to the
owner(s) of the winning hound(s); Ch, HHo
flag tail
(of hounds); a tail having loosely flowing hair
that hangs down wnen the tail is raised; OED, Oh, HHo
forks-of-the-creex hunter; a dedicated, unpretentious fox
hunter of limited resources who is not concerned with the
social aspects of the sport nor its associated paraphernalia; see one-callus hunter, woods hunter; On
fox sense
(of hounds); knowledge of the habits of the fox
employed in systematically seeking the fox
front-end hound; a hound that will strive to maintain the
lead position in the pack without interfering with the

performance of the other hounds
in full cry
(of hounds); to be following a scent strong
enough to be followed at a rapid pace, audibly indicated
by loud, rapid vocal emissions by the hounds; OED, HH,
Ch, HHo
Fame hound; a hound which displays a willingness to pursue
the fox under adverse conditions for a long period of
tire; OED, Ch, Hh

Ef
.L;

the offspring of a male hound; OED, HHo

general run
(of fox); the route taken when pursued by
hounds; see rai1, uua,
4aliggio Ch
to get in
(of !:'ox); to cover a small area when pursued to
foil the hounds by continously crossing its own scent; see
to pun in close
to get in
(of hounds); to join hounds that are in pursuit
of the fox by determining the direction of the chase and
running the most direct route to the pack
to get toc close
(of hound breeding); to breed several
generat_ons of hounds having identical ancestry, thereby,
eventually producing a weaker strain; see to breed ln aniu
(of hounds); to emit a
to give tongue (mouth note, etc.)
vocal cry upon finding the scent of the fox and to continue
doing so while in pursuit; Ch, HHo
(of hounds); an eye with bluish pigmentation that
glass eye
appears transparent, rather than the normal dark brown; OED,
Ch, HHo
Ea

(of hounds); tne willingness to run hard; OED, Ch

(of fox); to return to the safety of the lair to
to go in
avoid capture by hounds; see o dwn up, to ro to earth, to
4;
:-11f7.)
go ' ,-rouhd, f•3 0 LW,
to go to earth
(of fox); to return to the safety of the lair
to avoid pursuing hounds; see 4- o den u, o Qo to round,
4p gp up, 49 pole; OED, DA, Ch, nmo
(of fox); to return to the safety of the
to go to ground
,
capture
by hounds; see r-r) C-Pccin
avoid
;
to
lair
. 1.Qm1011.1j.4
4, to hole; 0Eb, DA,c, Hmo
to enr*
(of fox); to return to the safety of the lair to
to go up
r.en u, gp go 4z, to go to
avoid capture by hounds; see
Oh, HHo
oi
earth., to co to f-rounb,
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(of grey fox only); to climb a tree in an effort
to go up
to elude pursuing hounds
(of hounds); the ability to detect and follow the
good nose
scent of the fox under adverse conditions; see cold nose;
HHo
0 6iiii4,
:
gya; a female hound; see ;61.

matron, darn. :brood

OED, DA
hash; a cry of encouragement given by the hunter to the
44,
1
hounds engaged in hunting; see 4
hunt him

AWASR,

(of hounds); to seek, to find and to pursue
to handle came
effIcient manner
highly
a
7n
the fox
(of hounds); to follow the scented route
to handle the track
losing the scent; see t carry
without
of a fox by smell
trnli,
V) -nun n trnek,
trnrir,
the
drlys
eto
Ch,
trpc:k;
hho
r
move
;to
,
hark; a cry of encouragement given by the hunter to the
hounds engaged in hunting; see
i/A;m1 ,
Hh, OED, Ch, HEAlgua,
(of hounds); to join a group of hounds engaged
to hark to
in pursuit of a fox rather than continuing to hunt indeQmpialmilipp OED, HH, Ch, HHo
pendently; see ,to nsink tr
heads-up nound; a hound that consistently performs exceptionally well in seeking, finding, and pursuing the fox;
Ch, Hrio
(of hounds); desire for the chase; OED, HHo

heart
'n heat
DA
heel

(of female hounds); in estrus; see

'4 W4;

OED,

(of hounds); swiftness in running; HHo

(of men); to hunt the fox on foot relying upon
to hilltop
auditory abilities to follow the action of hounds and fox
nilltopper; one who hunts the fox on foot relying upon auditory abilities to follow the action of hounds and fox,
and positions self atop a hill in order to maximize the
range of hearing
(of hounds); to emit a vocal
to hit the line, scent, etc.
sound upon finding the scent of a fox; see tn PrV to the
nt etc , and
line etc, to strike the lrIne
1I -1
say '04,
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(of auadrupeds); to lower the bady as a sign
to hock down
of fear; see iiamiiikAE,
hoik; a cry of encouragement given by tne hunter to the
hunt 11;11,
hounds engaged in hunting; see jaisi,

scat, MUM&

Ch

(of the scent of the fox); to remain pungent for a
to hold
period of time after being on tne ground, thereby enabling
the hound to follow easily
to hold the line
(of hounds); to follow the scent of the fox
without losing it momentarily; see o nola to the trar.io Ch
to hold to the track
(of hounds); to follow the scent of
the fox without losing it momentarily; see to hold tne
Ch
to hole
(of fox); to return to the safety of the la'r to
avoid capture by hounds; see to dAn Ufl, O U • s lamagamitia
'ifiamormamilia; OED, Ch o HHo
none bPse; the site of the initial cast; the site at whicn
the hounds were released to begin the hunt
homer; a hound that will return to the site of hunt origin

--Tr-E'er the hunt; Ch, HHo
horn-mouth
(of hounds); a vocal cry emitted during chase
that is of low pitch and long durat'on, somewhat resembling
the sound of a fox horn
hot nose
(of hounds); the ability to detect and follow the
scent of the fox only when conditions are ideal; opposite
of rci . rocP.
hound killer
(of hounds); a hound of unusual strength and
stamina that will set a running pace that is exhausting
to the other hounds; Ch, HHo
hunt him; a cry of encouragement given by the hunter to the
hounds engaged in hunting; see 'walla, hark, 16114, wig,

4ARRAINv asisak;

Ch

jump dog
(of hounds); one having the ability to find a fox
quickly and to maintain contact with the running fox; Ch,
HHo
to jump the fox
(of hounds); to force the fox to leave its
resting place and break into a run; see o al; the for,
Uounce the Po , to start the _fox* OED, H
to be junped

(of fox); to be forced to run due to the prox4nity
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kill; the slain fox; OED
kit; the youn7 offspring of the prey fox; see vag
to make a kill
Ohl)

(of hounds); to capture and slay the fox;

to be knuckled
(of nounds); to have feet having the toes unusually &lose together
lean nouna; the foremost hound in a running pack
to lie
(of hounds); to emit a vocal sound indicating the
--rniaing of the scent of a fox when no scent has been found;
see tp bab lile, 0 give false cry. tongue, note. -tc.,
,o_
o .on ue mouth
r ace,
-un thc win.
out 0
n
(of fox); the route tn.,..en .nen pursued by nounds;
ne
see -,,nPral run, run, trail, round; OED, HH
to be 1 . aed
(of hounds); to have excessive weignt or bulk
in the chest; see ,ride-breasteci
to lonf
(of hounds); to fail to seek the scent of tne fox
diligently; see io dawdlt, Do mokus; Cn
loafer; a hound that habitually fails to seek the scent of

the foxdili7ently
loose-tongued
(of hounds); having a tendency to emit a vocal sound indicat'ng the finding of the scent of a fox when
no scent has been found; see tol babble, to give false crY,
to run the=q, to tongue
tonrue. nnte. eq.1,
mou
mr7tongue off
e A q4
to have made a 7
(of hounds); to have temporarily lost
the scent of t:.e fox; see p-botnered,
gt
ilave made
lumbering head
(of hounas); a head that is ovel.iy large
and disproportionate with the body; OED
markings
(of hounds); the pattern of coloration of the
coat; OED, Ch, HHo
matron
(of hounds); the female narent; see
bitch,glow OED

bitch, guwig

to mokus
(of hounds); to fail to seek the sent of the
fox diligently; see g cigwdle,
Ch
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mouth

(of hounds); the vocs1 sound emitted while in pursuit
OED, Ch
&a
:
4e
see

of thefox;

(of hounds); to emft a vocal sound while in purto mouth
OED
fox; also, to -fv,the
sut of
(of hounds); to follow the scented route of
to move a track
smell;
see to carry tme uracc, to a ive toe track,
a fox by
leasodle_the tra
71
757k (1.4));, -o
music; the vocal sounds emitted by hounds while pursuing
--ra; OED, Ch, HHo

a

(of hounds); the vocal sound emitted while in pursut
note
of the fox; see 6G.4, mouth, „t_culEa4, yunning
(of hounds); to be the offspring of
to be off (a hound)
male hound; Ch, HHo

a

old hound; a hound over two years old; an experienced hound;
see seas ned
one-gallus hunter; a dedicated, unpretentious fox hunter of
limited resources who is not concerned with the social
aspects of tne snort nor its associated paraphernalia;
see ;'u.-cs-of-the-creqx huiltez, )woods hunter; Ch
open; a field trial having no entry restrictions regarding
age, sex or breed of the hounds; Ch, HHo
(of hounds); to e,it a vocal sound upon findto open (up)
ing the scent of a fox; see 4 challenge, to cry to the
Qay
•
.
1412.1 9ept
p cc , to hit the 1
ox. '
1
strlz.e Ene -;ne, scent. etc.; 6),
(of hounds); to have temporarily lost
to out run one's nose
the scent of the fox; see kagg6l'aLLIg, iuglmia61, 41 ,11 r
r
1--have mode an
fault, to trrow D the -.-7,-aPve -.acre - loss; tin
(of hounds); to have temporarily lost
to have made an out
the scent of the fox; see 4-bothere4, A-loose, in (-heck,
nt1J1,po throw D the nose, to out run one's nose ja
hmve made a loss; C
pack; any number of hounds whicn, as a unit, engages in
pursuit of the fox; OED, HI-I, Ch, HHo
pack hound; a nound that will group with other hounds in
pursuit of the fox, rather than hunt independently; OED
to pack (in)

(of hounds); to nioup into a single working
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unit when pursuing the fox; OED
(of hounds); to join a group of hounds engaged
to pack to
in pursuit of the fox rather than continuing to hunt independently; see •
ts hark to, o out '4; OED
Dad; the soft, fleshy underside of the foot of a hound or
fox; OED, HH, Cm, HHo
parlor boy; a hound that is bred and groomed for show purposes only
oarrot-moutned

(of hounds); having an overshot upper jaw

path-runner; a hound having a tendency to run along a road,
path, or the like hoping to find the scent of a fox rather
roarler,
than systematically hunting; see pkirtere slash
road-, or trail-runner, cunning-runn_hir, cuttel
on tne pickup
(of hounds); at that point in the hunting process wnen a strong, continous scent of a fox is ftund and
the running pace of hounds is increased markedly, audibly
indicated by an increased rate of vocal emiss'on by the
hound(s); Ch, HHo
to plant; to stock an area with fox in an effort to increase
specie population; see to den; OED, DA
(of hounds); the body extremities; the feet, nose,
points
and tip of the tail; OED
22L; any hound of unknown bloodlines, the color usually being black and tan; see ;
i Q.I.L; Ch, HHo
potlicker; any hounr of unknown bloodlines, the co7or usually being black and tan; Ch, HHo
to bricz. (up)
(of hounds); to raiso
make erect the enrs
in an effort to hear a distant sound; OED, DA
to be with

(of female hounds); to be nrermant; see
• OED, DAS

DUDS

to push
(of hounds); to pursue the fox at close range; see
to crowd; OED
to _put down the hounds; to release the hounds to begin the
hunt; see trmiLmalluI; Ch
to put in
(of hounds); to join a group of hounds engaged in
pursuit of r fox and become a part of the hunting unit; see
;o hark to, ;o ;n_c_k ,n• OED, Ch
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to put (hounds) in tne ground; to release hounds for hunting on a regular oasis; HHo, Ch
to rabbit

(of hounds); to chase rabbits; OED

race; the act of hounds pursuing the fox; OED, Ch, HHo
range; the area in which the fox repeatedly operates when
pursued; OED
to range

(of f.)x); to encompass an area when pursued; OED,

-DA
rangy
(of fox); having a tendency to run a course of great
distance in order to elude the Pursuing hounds; a characteristic of the red fox; Ch
(of hounds); a tail that is small in diameter and
is -teak; HH
to read a pack
(of fox hunters); to ascertain the act_ons
of the runninv hounds, both as a group and as individuals,
by using aural senses solely; Ch, HHo
ready to ro
(of young hounds); of suffient se and
strengtn to begin nuntin- fox; Ch, HHo
roader; a hound havinr7 a tendency to run along a road, path,
or the like hoping to find the scent of a fox rather than
hunting systematcally; see unnin -r
ing c
-runnev
kirter, slsher..77)ntn-, irmcaimz.., or r
ro- -runner; a hound having a tendency to run along a road,
p-itn, or the like hoping to find the scent of a fox rather
than systematically huntinr; see skirter,
cunninr-runninf,, cutter, roader, nr1 -.- or trail-runner; Ch
roman-nosed

(of hounds); haying a large, angular nose; OED

rope tail
(of hounds); a ta:7.1 with a thick coat of hair tnat
appears matted rnther than hanging loosely; Ch, HHo
round
(of fox); the route taken when pursued by hounds; see
ur
-enern1
1 1 1
trail, line:
Ch
run

(of fox); the route taken when pursued by hounds; see
run., ,
4trail,
ne, xagaig; OED, iH

to run a track

(of hounds); to follow the scented route of
the
carry the i-rar.y-, T;() riv
a fox by smell; see '
o naniile t1
o move a trac;
ro
t9 wo
;Tack clx)); Oi., DA, Ch, HHo
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(of fox); to co7er a small area when purto run in close
sued to foil the hounds by continuously crossing its own
scent; see to zet in
(of hounds); to emit vocal sounds indito run the wind
cating the finding of the scent of a fox when no scent
has been found; see VO babble, to give fslse crv, tongue s
e o_
1±t, loose-tonr,u
pot9. etc.,
P
to Lonrue (mouth,

Lip

running
(of hounds); tne vocal sound emitted while in pursuit of tho fox; see ma, moutA, note tore; Ch
running pear

(of hounds); legs and feet

(of hounds); to emit a vocal sound upon findIng
to say fox
the scent of a fox; see o ahallArre, to ccv to the roA0
ne. etc,po ht the line, scent etc., to strlke the
TirTrit. etc.; un, HMO
scct; a cry of encouragement given by the hunter to the
hoik, hunt
hounds engaged in hunting; see
Ch
Aglaia&

hash,,;•

to scratch a found; to eliminate from a contest (field
trial) for improper performance in hunting or (bench
show) an undesirable physical characteristic; OED, Ch, HHo
In season

(of female hounds); in estrus; see

neat; OED

seasoned
(of hounds); experienced in hunting; see old
imulwo OED, Ch
(of hounds); to obtain the right to breed
to get a season
specific male; OED
a
with
a female
(of hounds); to tuck the tail between the legs
(to)
and shy
lower the body as a sign of fear; see ia.g.u, 42ga
OED, Ch
sicirter; a hound that will continuously disregard the
scented trail of the fox and take short cuts in an effort
to gain on the fox, thereby trying to anticipate the actions
of the fox; see ssr, iiii:11///114; alliiiii;kWialkillaWIliafi2 riaar/fiLV
-runner; Ch
skittish

(of hounds); shy or easily frightened; OED, DA

slasher; 2 hound that will continuously disregard the scerted
trail of the fox and take short cuts in an effort to gain
on the fox, thereby trying to anticipate the actions of
the fox; see
zg,t1 zgigkiz., or itrail-runnert; Ch

ajilx=, roader, cutter, cunning-runnina,
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(of hounds); swiftness and determination
speed and drive
in pursuing the fox; a judging term; Ch, Hho
souall-mouthed
(of hounds); having-; a vocal cry of high
pitch and long duration, rese7ibling a scream of pain
souealiag-moutn
(of houncs); e7nitting a vocal cry of
high snd tremulous pitch
(of hounds); to force the fox to leave
to start (the fox)
its resting place and break into a run; see to 'olt thq
tne fox; OED, G
to Pounce tne
to stay on the ground
(of fox); to leave a strong, continuous scent for the hounds to follow;
sticky
(of hounds); having a tendency to spend too much
time reeking the scent of a fox in a small area
still- oathed
(of hounds); havinr7 a tendency to remain
silent, rather than emit a vocal cry, upon finding the
scent of the fox; OED
strain

(of hounds); a family within a breed

strike do
(of hounds); one that consistently finds toe
scent of a `*()x otCckly and freouently is released prior
to the other hounds for that puroose; Ch, Hrio
to strike the line, scent, etc.
(of hounds); to emit a
vocal sound upon f'inding the scent of s fox; see
the fox
to hit the line. scent. etc„ in
..ern7e;
i,on,
to nave the sun Potner toe eyes
(of hounds); to have a
tendency to cease hunting at dawn after nunting throughout
toe nignt, tnereby revealing a lack of stamin; Ch,
'
- way-backed
(of hounds); having a weak some that Hves in__
suff'cient support; OED, .1111
to .lake a sweep
(of hounds); to run in - large area to
- eterrii'e the general wnereahouts of the fox; see to
14; OED, DA
W.71.11C.-2.
to swirl,(of hnds); to run 'n cecen'r'- oirclr,c in an ant to T7et closer to the fox, rattier toan follow the
scented trail
(of hounds); one that has a tendency to run in conswinger
centric circles to gain on tho fox rather than to follow
tne scented trail
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(of hounds); to run in large concentric cirto swing out
cles to determine the general whereabouts of the fox; see
o make a sweep,
(of fox); to attempt to foil pursuing hounds by
to tack
changing course; OED, AHo
three legged
(of nounds); having only partial use of one
leg aue to injury; Cm, HHo
to throw pups

(of male hounds); to sire; OED, Cn, hHo

to tnrow up the nose
(of hounds); to have temporarily lost
the scent of the Pox; see a-bothe eqt,
at fal1141, to out run one's nosp, A‘p Ail 0iiiade an mu;,
J,
Iiiiiamitii.761=1-"
(of hounds); the vocal sound emitted while in purtongue
suit of the fox; see , 7-.-, youth, liala, adiiwiiii; OED, Ch
to tongue off the fox
(of hounds); to emit a vocal sound
indicatin7 the finding of the scent of a fox when no scent
has been found; see o babbla, to give false cry. tongues
nçte etc.. to lie, ocy;0-tonfruele to ton u
etc, outf v!aç, ,,o run tne w:nc;
o
to tongue (mouth, cry, etc.) out of place
(of hounds); to
e'rit a vocal sound indicating the finding of the scent of
a fox when no scent has been found; see to bable,
g4 v
false cry. cTrue note etc,
lie, ,5;) se ongueq.,
run t.:e wsrl , to tonrue
f tne-7767-.Cn, .Ho
track hound
(of hounds); one that consistently and diligently follows the scented route of the fox without resorting to other methods to gain on the fox
tr . 1
(of fox); the route taken when pursued by hounds;
see z_eneral 171112, Lau, line, plau0 OED, Ch
to trail
(of hounds); to follow the scented route of a
fox by smell; see to carry the trac'‘,
4-0 handle
t9 run
trç, to worL- 7ne
o - ove a
DA,
p
trail-runner; a hound having a tendency to run niong a road,
path, or the like hoping to find the scent of a fox rather
than systematically hunting; see gunpinc-runniA
ron-runne-, srte4:,
rq7,i-runner, cutter; Gil
trasn; other than fox, any animal pursued by hounds, espec--nny deer and rabbit; Ch, HHo
(of hounds); to have a tendency to pursue game other
to trash
than fox, especially aeer and rabbit; Ch, HHo

714.
trash hound; a hounu naving a tendency to pursue game other
than lox, expecially deer and rabbit; Ch, H"o
(of hounds); emitting a cry in short bursts
turke -mouthed
witn a high pitch resembling the call of a wild turkey
(of hounds); having all of the desirable characteristypey
tics of the particular breed
(of hounds); overly bred for specialization, as a
typey
nound bred for show purposes
whelp

(of hounds); young offspring; OED, Ch, HHo

to whelp
(of female hounds); to give birth; see ali
imagal; OED, DA, Ch, HHo

iNja

,egnant; see
(of female hounds); to be p:
to be in whelp
pe w_Lth pups; OED, DA, On, iiHo
(to be) whelped

(of hund pupple:..); to be born; OED, On, Hn.

whooee; a cry of encouragement given by the hunter to the
hounds engaged in hunting; seejuihag, hark, hoik, hunt

walk,
(of hounds); having an unusually large chest
wide-breasted
area; see to be loadeq
woods hunter; a dedicated, unpretentious fox hunter of limited
resources who is not concerned with tne social aspects of
the sport nor its associated paraphernalia; see
forks-of-the-creek hunter, Qne- allus hunter; Ch, HHo
to wor
(of hounds); to diligently seek and pursue the fox
in an experienced manner; OED, DA
(of hounds); to follow the
to work the track (up)
by
smell without losing the scent;
route of a fox
to carry the track, to drive
e t1-1_14, o Iandle
to run a -rac.K.,
ve a trak

scented
see
tne
Ch, HHo

hunter to the
-oick; a cry of encoura,-e:.en
rk,
polk, hunt
hounds engnged in hunting; see 'aag, 161
scat,
ooee: hi, Oh

LIST OF INFOREANTS

Adamson, Samuel:
Rt. 1, Blue Level Road
Rockfield, Kentucky
Warren County
deceased, 1974
Burke, Richard:
Rt. 2
woodville, Virginia
Rappahannock County
Age: 41
Hazelip, Ralph ,ellington:
(_e) Magnolia Street
cowling Green, Kentucky
warren County
Age: la
Knight, George:
Route 4
Collins, :ississippi
Covington County
Age: 55
Lyne, William Henry:
Rt. 1, Box 64
Washington, Virginia
Rappahannock County
Age: 6;
(W. H. Lyne is father of this writer.)
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